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Unsigned article in a well-known reference work
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Signed article in a specialized, multi-volume reference work
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Reference work not divided into articles
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Reference work as a whole
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Article in an aggregated database
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Article in an on-line reference work
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Book with an edition statement
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Book translated from another language
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Multi-volume work
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Edited work as a whole
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Essay in a multi-author work

Note
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NetLibrary e-book
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E-book in an on-line project
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Periodical Literature

Article in a weekly magazine
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Article in a bimonthly magazine
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Article in a typical scholarly journal
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Article in a journal with no month or season designation
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Article in a journal that uses only issue numbers


Bibliography
Full-text journal article in an aggregated database
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Full-page-image magazine article in an aggregated database

Note  
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Untitled book review in an aggregated database
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Article in an e-journal

Note  
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Article in an e-zine

Note  
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Other Sources

Unpublished dissertation

Note


Bibliography


Microfiche dissertation distributed by UMI

Note

Donald Roland Bearden, “Competencies for a Minister of Music in a Southern Baptist Church: Implications for Curriculum Development” (Ph.D. diss., Louisiana State University, 1980), University Microfilms International, AAG8021735, microfiche, 123.
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Paper thesis distributed by TREN

Note


Bibliography


Conference paper published in a serial

Note


Bibliography


Conference paper distributed digitally by EDRS

Note

Lynda Stone, “A Prolegomenon to Postmodern Teaching” (paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational Studies Association, Chicago, IL,

Bibliography

Conference presentation recording distributed by Teach’em

Note

Bibliography

Conference proceedings published as a multi-author work

Note

Bibliography

Web page sponsored by an organization

Note
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Web page posted by an individual

Note

Bibliography
E-mail message sent privately

Note 3 W. David Beck, e-mail message to author, 18 April 2003.
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E-mail message sent to a listserv
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Unpublished telephone interview

Note 12 Arthur F. Holmes, telephone interview with author, 8 January 1997.
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